
    

THE LIGHT AT HOME. 
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The Vagaries of Luck. 

Nome {ime ago an Austrian peasant 
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Large Steam Hammer, 

The largest steam hammer in Francs 

is that at the works of Marrel Freres, 

wt RK pesde Gl It i= of a hundred 
tons weight and works on an anvil 
which weighs 000 fons, The face o) 

weighing 135 tons, 
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The Czar's Private Yacht. 

The Russian Czar's private yacht is 
gd to seat comfortably, in the dining 

room, a party of cighty persons, It 
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A UNIQUE DISTINCTION, 

| New York's 15,000 Hall Bedrooms and 

Their Occupants. 
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“"Jenkings." 
A game called “jenkings nas proved 

very interesting. The players are 

seated around a table upon which they 
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but this is easily acoomplised with a 
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THE JOKER'S BUDGET. 

JESTS AND YARNS BY FUNNY MEN 

OF THE PRESS. 
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IRON OF WIS ABIATY 

Pop--Young man, before you think of 
marrying my daughter, just think what 
it costs to Keep a wile in good «tie 
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SUT TO BE SEPARATED. 
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A SUFFERER. 
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